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Abstract 
This article aims to identify the best distribution functions of random variables:  Time Between Failures (TBF) and Time To 
Repair (TTR) for hydro generator groups equipped with Francis turbines. Distribution functions tested in this study are 
those commonly used in the energy field: the exponential distribution, Weibull distribution and normal distribution. The 
distributions identification is done using a hybrid algorithm (abbreviated BB-BC-CG) which results from combining Big 
Bang Big Crunch (BB-BC) algorithm, with Conjugate Gradient algorithm (CG) existing in the optimization tools of 
MathCAD software. After the distributions identification a statistic testing is performed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
In the final, the paper includes a case study on parameter estimation of deemed distributions based on data collected over an 
operating period of ten years for hydro generator groups from a hydro power plant. 
The identified distributions can be used to analyze the predictive reliability. 
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1. Introduction 
To assess the reliability of a hydro power plant (HPP) the reliability indicators of main components must be 
known. For this, an operational reliability analysis is required. In order that the analytical results to show a high 
degree of credibility, it is necessary to extend the research over a longer period of time (years), respectively, the 
number of observed equipment to be large. Hydro generator groups can be interpreted as technical complex 
systems composed of several subsystems. The structure and elements of hydro generator groups should be 
detailed at least till the level of reliable analyze, also the functioning of the subsystems and its components, the 
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characteristics of power equipment and operating schemes are mandatory for a proper evaluation of operational 
reliability.  
Both the value of the random variables TBF and TTR for the groups’ subsystems and the causes that lead to 
failure are taken from the register card and from the operative reports that exists in HPP. 
Because the operation of hydro generator groups is characterized by repeated stops – starts, the TBF random 
variable will depend on the effective working hours. 
Knowing the distribution functions of random variables TBF and TTR is important because it allows to 
apply simulation based methods for reliability analysis of power systems. Some applications are presented in 
[1-4]. 
Identifying distribution functions requires estimation of their parameters through different methods: 
graphical methods [5, 6], methods based on derivatives [7]. In this paper, parameter estimation is based on a S 
function built using the least squares method [7]. S function can be optimized using methods based on 
analytical approaches (linear approximations) [6, 7] that require calculation of derivatives. In order to optimize 
the S function a hybrid metaheuristic algorithm based on BB -BC [8] and CG (applying the optimization tools 
of MathCAD) is used, symbolized BB- BC- CG. 
BB-BC algorithm is an optimization algorithm based on one of the evolution theories of the universe called 
the Big Bang Big Crunch [8]. The [9] shows that BB-BC algorithm may have some problems during operation 
if the initial solutions are generated in a small area of the search space, but has a relatively good behavior 
during operation.  BB-BC algorithm has also the advantage of not using specific parameters that need to make 
multiple attempts in order to set them. We must also mention that BB-BC algorithm has been applied to solve 
various mathematical problems [8, 10] or engineering problems [11-14]. 
This paper shows a way to estimate the parameters for some distribution functions (exponential, Weibull and 
normal) of TBF and TTR random variables, for hydro generator groups equipped with Francis hydraulic 
turbine. The parameters are estimated based on a hybrid algorithm that combines BB-BC algorithm and CG 
classical algorithm. CG algorithm is designed to strengthen the operating time in order to improve the quality 
of the obtained solutions. 
2. Distribution functions of random variables 
Two continuous random variables are considered in this paper - good time between failures (TBF) and time 
to repair (TTR) – through which is described the operating behavior of hydro generator groups with Francis 
turbine. Distribution functions of the two random variables (TBF and TTR) are: exponential, Weibull and 
normal. The equations of probability density functions for these distributions are defined by relations [5-7]: 
x Exponential distribution: 
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where, D and E are parameters of the considered distribution. 
Distribution functions are calculated with equation (4), the mathematical expressions are presented in [5]: 
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3. Identification and testing method of distribution functions 
Identification of random variables (TBF and TTR) distribution laws involves estimating the distributions 
parameters (parameter D for exponential, Weibull and normal distributions and parameter E for Weibull and 
normal distributions). The variables to be calculated are D and E parameters, given the constraints in their 
relationships (1)-(3). Parameter estimation (D and E) is based on the least-squares method which involves 
minimizing function ), defined by relation (5) [7]: 
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where: F(t,D,E) is the tested analytical distribution function (exponential, Weibull or normal) calculated using 
equation (4); 
Fi* is empirical distribution function, defined as Fi*=i/m +1; 
ti are values for random variables TBF or TTR; 
i is the index of  TBF and TTR variation series, sorted ascending; 
m is the total number of random variables TBF or TTR values.  
As a result, the mathematical optimization model is defined as follows: 
1. the problem variables are the parameters D and E; 
2. the constraints are defined by the relations (1)-(3); the objective function ) which has to be minimized 
is defined by relation (5). 
For testing the distributions a Kolmogorov –Smirnov test is used [5], which requires the calculation of the 
maximum deviation between the empirical distribution (Fi*) and tested analytical distribution (Fi(t,D,E)). 
Finding the maximum deviation (Dmax) is done using relationship (6) and the significance level is considered 
to be 5% [7]: 
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4. Big Bang-Big Crunch (BB-BC) algorithm 
BB-BC is an optimization method that is based on one of the universe evolution theory. This metaheuristic 
method is based on population and it was developed by Erol OK and Eksin I in 2006 [8]. BB-BC method 
comprises two main phases: Big Bang phase and Big Crunch phase. Big Bang phase creates an initial 
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population of solutions Xi =[x1i, x2i,... , xji,... xdi], i= 1,2,…,p  and  j=1,2,…,d, which are uniformly and randomly 
distributed in the search space (p is the size of the population and d is the size of a i vector). A process of 
contraction takes place in the Big Crunch phase, in which the position of the center of mass (Xc) of the 
population is calculated using equation (7), depending on the position of Xi solutions and on the associated cost 
functions ( fi ) [8]: 
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After Big Crunch phase new candidate solutions are created in order to be used in the next iteration. The 
new solutions are calculated using equation (8), which is similar to the solutions’ updating relation of 
differential evolution algorithm [15]: 
)()1( ibestc
new
i XXrndXX  , i=1,2,...,p  (8) 
where: Xinew  represent new candidate solutions, calculated at each iteration; 
rnd(1) represents a uniform random number generated between 0 and 1; 
Xbest represents the best obtained solution up to current iteration. 
 
The main steps of the BB-BC method are presented below [8]: 
Step 1 (Big Bang phase): Create an initial population consisting of p solutions (Xi(0), i=1,2,...,p); Evaluate each 
solution by calculating the cost function fi; Initializing iteration counter k (k = 0); 
Step 2: (Big Crunch phase): Calculate mass center position (Xc(k))) of the population at iteration k using 
equation (7); 
Step 3: Update all candidate solutions’ position at iteration k using equation (8); the cost function evaluation (fi) 
for new generated solutions (Xi(k)new, i =1,2,..., p); 
Step 4: Stop criterion: the algorithm ends when it reaches the preset maximum number of iterations (Nmax). If k<Nmax, 
then k = k + 1 and go to Step 2. 
5. Implementation of hybrid algorithm BB- BC- CG 
For estimating the distribution parameters of TBF and TTR random variables, a BB-BC-CG hybrid 
algorithm was applied. This algorithm results from the combination of BB-BC algorithm presented in section 4 
and conjugate gradient method available in Mathcad® software. BB-BC algorithm is used as a global optimizer 
with the purpose to find the most profitable areas of space solutions. Instead CG algorithm is used as the local 
search to improve the quality of the solutions obtained with BB-BC algorithm. Combining the two algorithms 
can achieve a good balance between two phases, which can improve the quality and stability of the obtained 
solutions.  
Fig. 1 presents a schematic diagram on the hybridization of the two algorithms. Fig. 1 suggests that for 
every k iteration BB-BC algorithm finds a set of solutions p (Xi(k), i=1,2,..,p) which selects the best solution 
(Xbest). Xbest solution is used as a starting point for initializing the gradient conjugated algorithm. Calling the 
local search CG is done with a certain probability [16], called Prob parameter. This technique reduces the 
execution time and maintains a good quality of solutions. The BB-BC-CG hybrid algorithm application for 
distributions’ parameter estimation comprises the following steps: 
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Step 1: Set BB - BC - CG algorithm’s parameters (p, Nmax, Prob) . Establish parameters to be estimated: D or (D 
and E); Initializing  iteration counter k (k=0); 
Step 2: Establish an initial population Xi(0),  i=1,2,...,p . If D parameter is estimated then the solutions are:  
Xi(0)= Di(0)|i=1,2,...,p,  where Di(0) is a real positive number. If D and E parameters are estimated, the solutions are: 
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iX |i=1,2,...,p, where Di(0) and ȕi(0) are real positive numbers. 
Step 3: Evaluate initial solutions: for each Xi(0) solution the value of ) objective function is calculated with 
equation (5), then the best solution is selected Xbest(0); 
Step 4: Mass centre position (Xc(k)) of population is calculated, at iteration k, using equation (7); 
Step 5: Update position of all Xi(k) solutions, at iteration k, using equation (8); 
Step 6: Evaluate objective function ()) for the new generated solutions (Xi(k)new, i=1,2,…,p); the best obtained 
solution is selected until k iteration (Xbest(k)); 
Step 7: If rnd(1)<Prob call the local search based on conjugate gradient (CG) from Mathcad mode (Initializing 
CG mode is done with Xbest(k)) solution); 
Step 8: Stop the algorithm: if k<Nmax then k = k+1 and go to Step 4; otherwise go to Step 9 and Stop; 
Step 9: Print the best Xbest solution and the objective function’s ()) corresponding value; Xbest solution contains 
values of D and E parameters.  
 
Fig. 1 The Flowchart of BB-BC-CG algorithm 
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6. Case Study 
In order to evaluate the operational reliability indicators of hydro generator groups, the analysis should be 
detailed up to the following subsystems:
Ƈ butterfly valve, spherical valve and hydraulic turbine;  
Ƈ interacting automatic control system (governor + pressure oil group); 
Ƈ hydro generator; 
Ƈ group transformer;  
Ƈ generating substation (current reducer, circuit breakers, bus disconnector, current transformer). 
The operating time is considered to be 10 years, the number of random variables values are N=341 (for 
TBF), respectively N=336 (for TTR). After collecting data on hydro generator groups two datasets representing 
values for TBF and TTR random variables were formed. These data were processed and tested using the 
statistical methodology outlined in sections 3 and 5, to identify distributions (respectively distributions 
parameter estimation) which best model the data operating.
Calculations were implemented in a Mathcad module, on a computer with Intel i5 processor, 2.2 GHz CPU 
and 4GB of RAM. For parameter distribution estimation three algorithms were applied: CG, BB-BC and BB-
BC-CG. Each algorithm was run 100 times, starting with different randomly generated solutions. Based on 
those 100 runs the following statistics for the objective function ) were established: minimum value ()min) 
(corresponding to the best estimation of parameters), medium value ()mean), maximum value ()max) and standard 
deviation ()SD). The parameters for BB-BC and BB-BC-LP algorithms were set by performing several 
experimental tests at the following values: p = 15 and Nmax = 50 (for BB-BC algorithm), respectively p = 15, 
Nmax = 50 and Prob = 0.2 (for BB-BC-CG algorithm). 
Table 1 and Table 2 present the estimated values for D and E parameters of the considered distributions 
(exponential, Weibull and normal) as well as for maximum deviations (Dmax) calculated with equation (6), for 
TBF, respectively TTR variable. Estimated parameter values (D and E) represent the best obtained solutions 
through three algorithms: conjugated gradient (CG), BB-BC and BB-BC-CG algorithms. 
Table 1. The parameter values (D, E) and Dmax for TBF variable distributions 
Method/
Parameter
Distributions 
CG BB-BC BB-BC-CG 
D** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) D
** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) D
** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) 
Exponential 0.00541 - 0.057(A) 0.00541 - 0.057(A) 0.00541 - 0.057(A) 
Weibull 1.113 179.60 0.059(A) 1.113 179.59 0.059(A) 1.113 179.60 0.059(A) 
Normal 141.896 120.301 0.137(R) 141.912 120.370 0.137(R) 141.896 120.301 0.136(R) 
*Critical deviation in applying Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, for TBF variable is Dcr(TBF, 5%) = 0.073;  
**Measuring units for distributions parameters are: D [hrs-1] (for exponential distribution), D [-] and E [hrs] (for 
Weibull distribution) and D [hrs] and E [hrs] (for normal distribution). 
Table 2. The parameter values (D, E) and Dmax for TTR variable distributions 
Method/
Parameters
Distributions 
CG BB-BC BB-BC-CG 
D** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) D
** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) D
** E** 
*Dmax 
(A/R) 
Exponential 0.0348 - 0.172(R) 0.0348 - 0.172(R) 0.0348 - 0.172(R) 
Weibull 0.649 30.28 0.107(R) 0.649 30.28 0.107(R) 0.649 30.28 0.107(R) 
Normal 23.617 28.05 0.204(R) 23.672 28.14 0.205(R) 23.617 28.05 0.204(R) 
*Critical deviation in applying Kolmogorov -Smirnov test, for TTR variable is Dcr(TTR,5%)=0.074;  
**Measuring units for distributions parameters are: D [hrs-1] (for exponential distribution), D [-] and E [hrs] (for 
Weibull distribution) and D [hrs] and E [hrs] (for normal distribution). 
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From Table 1 and Table 2 it is seen that the three applied algorithms (CG , BB -BC and BB-BC-CG) get the 
same value for the best solution (best parameters estimation) for all distributions (small differences between 
estimations appear in case of normal distribution). Thus, the best estimation obtained through an algorithm is 
confirmed by the other two algorithms. The distributions used to describe the behavior of hydro generator 
groups were tested considering a 5% risk (using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). In Table 1 (for TBF variable) and 
Table 2 (for TTR variable) the maximum deviations (Dmax) obtained for each distribution and each applied 
algorithm are shown. In these tables were also marked with A (Accept) and R (Reject) the accepted and 
rejected distributions. Critical values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, depending on the assumed risk (5%) and 
volume data are [17]: Dcr (TBF, 5%) = 0.073, respectively Dcr (TTR 5%) = 0.074. Following the results in Table 1 and 
Table 2 it can notice that exponential and Weibull distributions are validated for TBF variable. In all the other 
analyzed cases the distributions are not validated. In order to make a comparison between the performances of 
the applied algorithms (CG, BB-BC and BB-BC-CG) the statistics obtained by these algorithms from 100 runs 
(for the objective function )) are presented in Table 3 and in Table 4. 
Table 3. )min, )mean, )max, )SD values obtained through different algorithms, for TBF variable 
Method
Distributions 
CG BB-BC BB-BC-CG 
)min )mean )max )SD )min )mean )max )SD )min )mean )max )SD 
Exponential 0.245 0.245 0.245 2.0E-11 0.245 3.468 74.390 12.13 0.245 0.245 0.245 5.6E-15 
Weibull 0.140 0.140 0.140 7.7E-07 0.140 2.279 17.302 3.58 0.140 0.140 0.140 7.5E-15 
Normal 1.176 1.176 1.176 2.2E-08 1.176 7.439 19.988 5.73 1.176 1.176 1.176 2.1E-13 
) functions values are dimensionless. 
 
From Table 3 and Table 4 it can be seen that the best algorithms are BB- BC- CG and CG, followed by BB 
-BC algorithm. It must be mentioned that BB- BC- CG is more powerful than CG because it obtains lower 
values for )SD item in all analyzed cases. Since BB-BC-CG algorithm gets a good stability of solutions (of 
order 10-13÷10-15), this algorithm requires (practically) one run to get the best estimates of the distributions 
parameters (the best estimations for D and E parameters are presented in Table 1 and Table 2). Computing time 
for all applied algorithms is low (less than 4 s.). 
7. Conclusions
This article shows an estimation method of distribution functions parameters for random variables TBF and 
TTR from hydro generator groups equipped with Francis turbine. The estimation these parameters as well as 
identification of the distribution functions are based on a constrained optimization model with non-linear 
objective function ). Solving the optimization model was achieved using three algorithms: BB-BC-CG, BB-
BC and CG. BB-BC-CG algorithm is the most efficient, requiring only one running for establishing the 
solution (parameter estimation). 
The analysis method was applied to a case study for hydro generator groups of a hydro power plant, data 
being collected over ten years of functioning. The results show that for TBF variable exponential and Weibull 
distributions were validated, but the normal distribution has not been validated. Of the two validated 
distributions, the one that best models the streaming data (the one which has the lowest Dmax value) is the 
exponential distribution. In contrast, for the TTR variable none of the considered distributions is validated at 
the considered risk of 5 % (though, it should be mentioned that Weibull distribution has Dmax deviation close to 
the critical value). 
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